
 Doesn't Fit Anywhere Else -  Ray or JB Need opinion on BPA authority.

From: Briantank1 
Apr-9 5:08 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (41 of 92) 

42523.41 in reply to 42523.40 

#### JB, once again you have me rolling on the floor in stitches!

From: Briantank1 
Apr-9 5:53 pm 
To: bucketboy  
 (42 of 92) 

42523.42 in reply to 42523.38 

I am aware of both since one that I cited was Terry vs. Ohio. The problem comes down to differing 
opinions and interpretations. I am a freak when it comes to the constitution, in my opinion, it is the 
greatest document ever written. As for the supreme court, you can see how many changes have been 
ratified over the years when it comes to the 4th amendment. Pertaining to the checkpoint guy, I have 
watched his videos, I don't think he needs to keep doing it, he made his point. As for becoming a 
Border Patrol Agent I will follow the laws of the constitution, as an agent as well as a citizen, one does 
not take away the rights of the other. I am a citizen first and foremost.

From: bucketboy 
Apr-9 6:33 pm 
To: Briantank1 
 (43 of 92) 

42523.43 in reply to 42523.42 

Interpretation or not, the Supreme Court decision is what we follow- that is how they interpreted the 
4th amendment. 

You say:

"The check point agents really do not have sufficient probable cause to do anything but let him go. Just 
imagine you are traveling with your family and every state line you cross, you must show everyone ID, 
you get searched, your kids, your car, everything taken out and they find something not in order, maybe
your papers are not up to date. It's a slippery slope that all law enforcement must go by the exact law, 
we are a country of laws after all."

This is not a slippery slope. We are going by the exact law. Our job is to enforce the laws of the United 
States.  If your papers are out of date, then you are in VIOLATION of said laws.  It is the job of a 
checkpoint Agent to enforce those laws.  If you are on a road that a Border Patrol Checkpoint is located
on, then we have the law to back us up in stopping you and determining citizenship.  Do you think our 
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checkpoints have no legal backing?

Suffice it to say you have your opinion.  I certainly hope you don't get a checkpoint station- for your 
sake and the sake of the Patrol.  

From: Ray (INSCOP)    
Apr-9 7:40 pm 
To: Briantank1 
 (44 of 92) 

42523.44 in reply to 42523.42 

If you do take away the rights of another, you will find yourself in the slammer so fast it will make 
your head spin.  BPAs do NOT take away rights.  They operate under the law, and you will get a LOT 
of constitutional law in your classes.  

Just please don't be THAT GUY (you know, the one who has to screw up everyone in the class to argue 
the tiniest, silliest point of law.).  The proper way to do that is to see the instructor after class on your 
own time.

The UnOfficial Border Patrol Hiring Web Site www.honorfirst.com

From: AZPA  
Apr-9 8:19 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (45 of 92) 

42523.45 in reply to 42523.17 

Another thing that has to be looked at in this issue is the First Amendment. Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the 
Government for a redress of grievances. So while it maybe upsetting, it has to be remebered that 
Border Patrol Agents swear to uphold the Constitution, and not just enforce immigration law, though 
there are many management people who have some how forgotten our truely broad spectrum of duties 
and powers. This is just this gentleman's rather obnoxious way of expressing his greivances. So while 
we may not like it, it is a protected act that we should be glad to have. And since Border Patrol agents 
have no power to enforce state and local ordinances the only way to do something is if the checkpoints 
were Federal property then there would be many things that could be done to address the issue. 
As far as him taping agents, when agents put on their shiny, or now not so shiny, badges they become 
public figures who have no real right to privacy at work

From: Ray (INSCOP)    
Apr-9 8:29 pm 
To: AZPA 
 (46 of 92) 

42523.46 in reply to 42523.45 
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If the guy had a legitimate complaint, there is the court system to deal with that.  That is the avenue he 
should use and stop screwing with agents.  Let's just settle on one thing:  Rights or no rights, the guy is 
a jerk and a major pendejo.  To the best of my knowledge, he has never filed any complaint with any 
BP office, US Attorney's Office or anyone else, other than his YouBoob.com audience.

The UnOfficial Border Patrol Hiring Web Site www.honorfirst.com

From: AZPA  
Apr-9 8:39 pm 
To: Ray (INSCOP)  
 (47 of 92) 

42523.47 in reply to 42523.46 

I'm not saying the guy isn't a whole host of things, and probably even deserves to be called a few of 
them. But the  First amendment deals with the right to protest, and obviously he should protest 
somewhere he would get somewhere. 
But this is no different really than cops dealing with protesters in DC, or New York. It is fortunatley 
protected speech, and action, though it would be nice if the Patrol had someway of dealing with it.

From: radarhits  
Apr-9 9:05 pm 
To: bambinachris 
 (48 of 92) 

42523.48 in reply to 42523.4 

He is wasting everyone's time. We, the Border Patrol Agents, are getting paid by the hour, so this 
clown is not wasting our time.  He is wasting the time of the motorists behind him in the primary 
inspection lane, and they should be outraged about that.  What is truly pathetic is that this fine legal 
scholar does not realize that, more than anything, he is wasting his own time and getting his own blood 
pressure up, and in the end, when he is dead and gone, no one will even care.  What a fool.  That is why
idiots like him don't really make me angry, but rather make me laugh inside.

From: azcardinal23  
Apr-9 10:55 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (49 of 92) 

42523.49 in reply to 42523.36 

One of the BPAs in one of the videos identified himself as a peace officer. I guess the agent must have 
been confused. I should have looked in to that  morebefore I made that statement. I do see your point. 
But heres mine. Marines and other military personal have been known to feed babies in various places 
in Iraq but they are not reqiured to. If theres a platoon of marines that are in good health and one of 
3,000,000 refuges has a life threatening or seroius injury, the attatched corpsmen could render aid, if it 
was practical to do so at the time. But the corpsman, of course, would not be reqiured to do any such 
thing but he could.
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"Why don't US Marines enforce US law regarding spousal abuse in Baqubah or Okinawa?"
This is highly unpractical and I didnt mean anything like that.
"Why don't US Marines patrol the streets in Watts, Laredo, or Detroit?"
In the even of a natrual disaster or insurrection they most certainly could. 
States have rights and they cant be tampered with, we all know that much. The point I'm trying to make
is federal agents could be given certain powers that would not deminish states rights. Such as 
individuals being required to show a federal agent a state I.D. within 40 miles of the border. Another 
one I think would be good, is stopping vehicles for illegal window tint, within 40 miles of the border. I 
don't think giving agents a little bit more power that close to the border would violate states rights or 
individual rights at all.

From: bucketboy   
Apr-10 6:27 am 
To: azcardinal23 
 (50 of 92) 

42523.50 in reply to 42523.49 

What exactly would a state ID prove?  And stopping a vehicle for illegal window tint?  In what state?  
Tint is perfectly legal in 3 of the 4 border states that I am aware of- only CA has a law against it.
Try again.

From: surf_kat    
Apr-10 9:21 am 
To: azcardinal23 
 (51 of 92) 

42523.51 in reply to 42523.49 

"States have rights and they cant be tampered with, we all know that much. The point I'm trying to 
make is federal agents could be given certain powers that would not deminish states rights. Such as 
individuals being required to show a federal agent a state I.D. within 40 miles of the border. Another 
one I think would be good, is stopping vehicles for illegal window tint, within 40 miles of the border. I 
don't think giving agents a little bit more power that close to the border would violate states rights or 
individual rights at all."

A state ID is, in general, NOT a secure document that will indicate the citizenship/nationality and 
immigration status of a person. In reality, I don't care as much about a person's specific identification. 
John Doe, Maria Sanchez, Ali Al-Kaboom... or are they USCs, US Nationals, LAPRs, non-immigrants 
with a valid visa or undocumented/illegal aliens. 

As I mentioned in an earlier post, the entry requirements at the POEs are changing to having a proper 
document that indicates one's nationality. The US Passport card is going to become very common in the
border areas and has the potential of becoming a 'national ID card'. 

A side note. A lot of people were very concerned about the Bush administration and it's infringement on
personal freedoms and it's intrusion into everyday life. I think you will see a much greater impact with 
the Obama administration and personal freedoms and government intrusion. We won't go into specifics 
here (since it could degenerate into a political debate). Also expect Obama to make a Supreme Court 
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nomination by the end of the year...

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-10 9:44 am 
To: azcardinal23 
 (52 of 92) 

42523.52 in reply to 42523.49 

“The point I'm trying to make is federal agents could be given certain powers that would not deminish 
states rights.” 

Your understanding of US History and legal precedent is lacking.  We started a revolution and seceded 
from Great Britain because the King's Army usurped authority and interfered in the lives of private 
citizens.  Congress wrote Posse Comitatis into US law because Federal troops interfered in local and 
State affairs from 1861 to 1870 (Reconstruction). Once you give "a little" authority to the FEDS, how 
does the State get that authority back?

You also lack perception of reality.  In many border counties, the Border Patrol outnumbers the local 
cops by a margin of 10 to 1.  It is already a huge burden and intrusion of federal power into the 
community just by sheer overwhelming presence of "US" agents.  Local citizens want local law 
enforced by elected officials (the Sheriff) and not by federal agents who are not accountable to local 
voters.
 
“Such as individuals being required to show a federal agent a state I.D. within 40 miles of the border. “

Again, you misunderstand the highly private nature of the population and the precedent you are asking 
to be set.  What next?  A federal requirement for every citizen in Detroit to carry ID?  (The entire city 
of Detroit is within 40 miles of the US border.  That's 5 million people.)

“Another one I think would be good, is stopping vehicles for illegal window tint, within 40 miles of the
border. “

Again, that imposes federal rule over millions of US citizens and ignores state and local codes.  

“I don't think giving agents a little bit more power that close to the border would violate states rights or 
individual rights at all.”

As a PA, you already possess incredible legal powers and authority under INA 287, and the locals 
resent that authority already.  Any move to increase BP authority will be met by fierce political 
resistance.

The mere fact that locals must endure repeated checkpoints in their local community is a major pain in 
their lives.  Where you live, do you have armed federal agents stopping you every time you leave your 
driveway?  Where you live, do you have federal helicopters disturbing your sleep every night by 
hovering over your barn and flooding your house with million candlepower searchlights?
You would respond to a few minor on-the-job annoyances by placing greater legal burdens on the 
citizenry?
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You would burden the court system by arresting local citizens for failure to carry an ID on their own 
property?  You would waste 10 to 20 hours of your shift by arresting and detaining locals for such 
trivial offenses, and abandoning your checkpoint? You would allow checkpoints to be rendered 
ineffective by allowing the smugglers to manipulate you at will?
 
Common sense is a simpler and more effective tool in dealing with the random nut-job.

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-10 9:47 am 
To: azcardinal23 
 (53 of 92) 

42523.53 in reply to 42523.49 

"Why don't US Marines patrol the streets in Watts, Laredo, or Detroit?"

In the even of a natrual disaster or insurrection they most certainly could.  Under martial law, yes.  On a
24/7 basis, no.

I guarantee you that US Marines could do a better job of policing some of those neighborhoods than the
current PD's and politicians.  No doubt.

But that's not the prime purpose, mission, or role of the Marine. Enforcing local traffic codes and state 
law is NOT the role of the Border Patrol.

From: Briantank1  
Apr-10 9:55 am 
To: bucketboy  
 (54 of 92) 

42523.54 in reply to 42523.43 

We don't carry papers of identification in this country, we are free to travel across state lines at will 
without carrying any identification at all and have the right to not be stopped unjustly. You want to take
this away from citizens? To what end? Should we go all the way and get RFID chips, maybe scan bars 
on our foreheads? National ID cards? To say it is not a slippery slope is plain wrong.

The checkpoints are legal, this I understand was brought before the supreme court, but there are 
limitations such as the check point being within 100 miles of the border. I know I will learn more at the 
academy, but for you to say that you hope I will never work a check point is ridiculous. I will obey the 
law in every way, that would be my job. It would not be my job to interpret the law, that is a judges job.
My opinion doesn't matter one bit really, the law does and this guy did nothing to break the law, if he 
did, why wasn't he arrested at any time or even sent to the secondary stop point to be searched? He has 
done this what, 14 times now? 

It all comes down to citizens losing their rights in the name of protection from the enemy. If the 
supreme court rules that we must all carry papers like the communist countries and be ready to show 
them at the behest of any and all law enforcement, I would choose to leave this country. Without 
freedom, we have nothing.
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As for being the guy at the academy that nit picks everything, that I am not, I listen and learn. This is 
not the academy, this is a forum that has brought up a very sticky issue in regards to citizens rights. 
Like I said, you are a citizen first, Border Patrol Agent second. It should not matter what your line of 
work is, you as a citizen have more power than any government in any capacity, or least you should 
according to the constitution.

Edited 4/10/2009 10:56 am by Briantank1

From: bucketboy    
Apr-10 11:01 am 
To: Briantank1 
 (55 of 92) 

42523.55 in reply to 42523.54 

Where the heck did I say I wanted to take away the right of citizens to travel?  You certainly inferred a 
lot from my post.  And you are wrong- you must have a drivers license in your posession at all times- 
unless you are walking. I am referring to people traveling with expired immigration documents- not 
citizens.  However, when a citizen passes through a checkpoint, they can expect to be detained until the 
Agent is satisfied they are a citizen.  No probable cause is needed to ascertain citizenship.
You said you follow the constitution- we follow the laws.  That means we follow how the Supreme 
Court has interpreted the constitution.  That's what makes it a law. You have to follow the letter of the 
law- not your interpretation of it.  And I can say it would be ridiculous for you to work a checkpoint 
station because I have a little bit of experience working them.  That is my opinion- which I am also 
entitled to.

Nobody said he broke the law- it could have been handled a dozen different ways.  I won't get in to 
that- if you make it to the academy, you will learn why.

Now- I am done with this- again, you are entitled to your opinion.  Just don't let your opinion interfere 
with how you do the job.

From: azcardinal23  
Apr-10 11:29 am 
To: bucketboy  
 (56 of 92) 

42523.56 in reply to 42523.50 

Arizona also has a law regarding window tint. 

Edited 4/10/2009 11:32 am ET by azcardinal23

From: bucketboy    
Apr-10 11:47 am 
To: azcardinal23 
 (57 of 92) 
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42523.57 in reply to 42523.56 

Thanks for the clarification.

From: azcardinal23  
Apr-10 11:57 am 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (58 of 92) 

42523.58 in reply to 42523.52 

I agree with what you say. I'm just worried about the checkpoints becoming useless. Criminals will start
catching on and pretty soon they will all be refusing to answer PAs or roll down their windows. 
When I said enforce laws, I didn't mean have PA's going around arresting people with illegal window 
tint and not having any ID. I only meant that they should be allowed to stop them and have a peak (not 
a full search, just a glance) in to the car since I think its safe to say that most people trying to smuggle 
aliens on the highways would like their windows tinited a little bit.

Im not saying burden the courts or agents with tons of arrest and citations, just give BPA agents the 
ability to check up on things that any other state highway patrol officer would. It would only be on the 
highway and within 40 miles of the border.

I admit I am reaching a little bit, and this borders unconstitutional, but it's just a theory. 

Edited 4/10/2009 12:04 pm ET by azcardinal23

From: azcardinal23  
Apr-10 12:01 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (59 of 92) 

42523.59 in reply to 42523.53 

 "I guarantee you that US Marines could do a better job of policing some of those neighborhoods than 
the current PD's and politicians.  No doubt."

Agreed

Edited 4/10/2009 12:02 pm ET by azcardinal23

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-10 1:00 pm 
To: azcardinal23 
 (60 of 92) 

42523.60 in reply to 42523.58 
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“I only meant that they should be allowed to stop them and have a peak (not a full search, just a 
glance) in to the car since I think its safe to say that most people trying to smuggle aliens on the 
highways would like their windows tinited a little bit.”

“Im not saying burden the courts or agents with tons of arrest and citations, just give BPA agents the 
ability to check up on things that any other state highway patrol officer would. It would only be on the 
highway and within 40 miles of the border.”

Read INA 287 one more time.  PA's already have the authority to stop and search vehicles under 
Federal law.
-----------------------------------------
INA 287 (a) (3) within a reasonable distance from any external boundary of the United States, to board 
and search for aliens any vessel within the territorial waters of the United States and any railway car, 
aircraft, conveyance, or vehicle...and within a distance of twenty-five miles from any such external 
boundary to have access to private lands, but not dwellings for the purpose of patrolling the border to 
prevent the illegal entry of aliens into the United States; 

From: \RogueMP  
Apr-10 2:11 pm 
To: azcardinal23 
 (61 of 92) 

42523.61 in reply to 42523.25 

There is a law called the assimilative crimes act, although it applies primarily to military installations.

From: Briantank1  
Apr-10 2:25 pm 
To: bucketboy  
 (62 of 92) 

42523.62 in reply to 42523.55 

My problem with what you wrote was this "If your papers are out of date, then you are in VIOLATION
of said laws"

Citizens don't have papers, I am not talking about anything but citizens which this guy is and or was.
I was not talking about a drivers license either, you expressly said papers which to me infers some sort 
of passport or personal documentation other than a DL.

Then you stated this "However, when a citizen passes through a checkpoint, they can expect to be 
detained until the Agent is satisfied they are a citizen. No probable cause is needed to ascertain 
citizenship" The problem with this is that guy never told them whether he was a citizen or not, yet they 
did nothing to him. They tried to search his van/truck but did not have probable cause, which is why he 
was waved through.

So do those at the check point have it wrong or is it they just don't want to waste anymore time with 
this nutjob? I am not trying to be an a-hole, just looking for the answer. Is it completely cut and dry 
according to the supreme court or is there still room for it to be interpreted? 
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From: LDRSHIP  
Apr-10 3:13 pm 
To: ALL 
 (63 of 92) 

42523.63 in reply to 42523.62 

What I don't understand about this situation is that when the driver refuses to answer a simple question,
then fails to follow directions to proceed to the secondary search lane, how is there no probable cause 
to search the man and the vehicle? As a former MP that would have been enough to raise my suspicions
enough to get him out of the car and do a search. I saw these videos a few months back and I can't wait 
to learn how to properly handle these situations later on down the road. 

PS. Plus, the fact that he is video taping and taking snapshots of a Federal checkpoint is reason to 
believe that he could be gathering intel for a number of cartels or terrorist organizations. Some of this 
might seem extreme but it's better safe than sorry right? 

From: Briantank1  
Apr-10 3:34 pm 
To: LDRSHIP 
 (64 of 92) 

42523.64 in reply to 42523.63 

That's what I am trying to understand as well. As for the picture taking, by law you can 
film/photograph anything you want in this country as long as you are on public property.
I do not know if a check point constitutes gov property or not.

From: Steven! (stevenrm87)   
Apr-10 3:41 pm 
To: Briantank1 
 (65 of 92) 

42523.65 in reply to 42523.64 

Aside from sensitive government buildings (e.g., military bases), if you're on public property you can 
photograph anything you like, including private property. There are some limits — using a zoom lens 
to shoot someone who has a reasonable expectation of privacy isn't covered.
_________________________________________________________________________ 
THESE BIG RED LETTERS HELP ME FIND MY POST.

From: Ray (INSCOP)    
Apr-10 3:41 pm 
To: Briantank1 
 (66 of 92) 

42523.66 in reply to 42523.64 
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Well, perhaps we should post signs that say:
US Govt Property
No photography

The UnOfficial Border Patrol Hiring Web Site www.honorfirst.com

From: LDRSHIP  
Apr-10 3:45 pm 
To: Briantank1 
 (67 of 92) 

42523.67 in reply to 42523.64 

I think it does. When I was an MP we had a guy standing in a 7/11 parking lot taking pictures of our 
main gate of the base I was stationed in. Even though we have no jurisdiction to go off post and 
perform LE duties, we got the go ahead from our Provost Marshall to go off post and detain that 
individual. 

The biggest thing I learned from my time as a MP is that wording, and how you portray your thoughts 
on any given situation can make the difference between a person being let go with an apology from the 
officer and Provost Marshall, to being apprehended for illegal activity.

From: Briantank1  
Apr-10 4:00 pm 
To: Ray (INSCOP)  
 (68 of 92) 

42523.68 in reply to 42523.66 

That would be a good way to nail this guy!

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-10 4:16 pm 
To: LDRSHIP 
 (69 of 92) 

42523.69 in reply to 42523.63 

“What I don't understand about this situation is that when the driver refuses to answer a simple 
question, then fails to follow directions to proceed to the secondary search lane, how is there no 
probable cause to search the man and the vehicle?”

You are assuming that the guy is unknown to the Patrol, and that the video portrays a single event.  This
guy has been litigating against the Fed for 7 years now (since dec 2002), over a checkpoint issue, and is
driving a STATE-OWNED VEHICLE displaying government tags.
http://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/media/view_subpage.php?pk_id=0000002086
http://en.wordpress.com/tag/tohono-oodham-nation/

“As a former MP that would have been enough to raise my suspicions enough to get him out of the car 
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and do a search.” 

In my humble opinion, he WANTS to be forcibly dragged out of the car and he WANTS to be arrested. 
He WANTS to make a new case, and he wants to press on with a new and better civil lawsuit against 
individual PA's, their chain of command, CBP and DHS and the entire US government.

Don't make judgements in this scenario with incomplete information.

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-10 4:18 pm 
To: Briantank1 
 (70 of 92) 

42523.70 in reply to 42523.62 

Then you stated this "However, when a citizen passes through a checkpoint, they can expect to be 
detained until the Agent is satisfied they are a citizen. No probable cause is needed to ascertain 
citizenship" The problem with this is that guy never told them whether he was a citizen or not, yet they 
did nothing to him. They tried to search his van/truck but did not have probable cause, which is why he 
was waved through.

A well trained and experienced PA can use many of his skills, knowledge, and observations to 
determine whether a driver is a US Citizen or an alien.  OPSEC makes it inappropriate to give you 
more information that can be used by smugglers.

The PA's never tried to "search" his vehicle.  You are reading things into the one-sided video that just 
are not there.  
 
So do those at the check point have it wrong or is it they just don't want to waste anymore time with 
this nutjob? 

Once again, you only see 1/3 of the picture or less, from the nutjob's point of view.  OPSEC again 
makes it inappropriate for any of us to explain what you can't see or hear.

I am not trying to be an a-hole, just looking for the answer. 

If there was a simple, uncomplicated answer, the training program would not take 55 days of classroom
instruction and  1.5 years of field training and OJT.

Is it completely cut and dry according to the supreme court or is there still room for it to be interpreted?
The legal ability of the Patrol to stop traffic, to question persons, and to search traffic is uncontested.  
The Supreme Court decision is the last word.  Have you read it yet?
 
http://www.aliciapatterson.org/APF1804/Davidson/Davidson.html
http://www.ptleader.com/main.asp?SectionID=4&SubSectionID=4&ArticleID=21651&TM=80391.33
http://www.ccis-ucsd.org/news/Art.%2048.pdf
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-05-435

From: J B (JBThug)  
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Apr-10 4:22 pm 
To: LDRSHIP 
 (71 of 92) 

42523.71 in reply to 42523.63 

From the court papers....
 
The officers became agitated with Mr. XXXX. (ER 3, ¶21). At one point Ofe.
TTTTTT walked away and left Mr. XXXXX alone with Customs Agent DDDDDD.
(ER 102-103, 60:19 - 64:25). Ofc. ZZZZ yelled "'Don't give me that Fourth
Amendment trap!" and then ordered Mr. XXXX to turn off the engine and exit the
car. (ER 7, ¶5). Several officers put their hands on their guns. (ER 3, ¶23). Mr.
XXXX followed the direction to take the keys out of the ignition and placed them
on the dashboard, and stayed in the vehicle motionless. (ER 3, ¶24). Mr. XXXX
was removed from the vehicle, cuffed, and carried to the side of the road. (ER 3,
¶25). Oft. TTTTTT removed Mr. XXXXX's wallet and found his driver's license.
While on the side of the road, Officer ZZZZl came up to Mr. XXXXX on a few
occasions and belligerently berated him for being uncooperative. (ER 3, ¶28).  
At one point Oft. ZZZZZ referred to Mr. XXXX as a "green freak." (ER 3, ¶28). Also,
Agent DDDDD made a comment to another officer, within earshot of Mr. XXXXX,
that Mr. XXXX was conducting himself like a "peace protestor." (ER 4, ¶29).
Agent DDDDD confirmed that he did make this comment. (ER 117, 33:9-21).
--------------
Poop went downhill from there.

From: LatterBorder  
Apr-10 4:42 pm 
To: surf_kat  
 (72 of 92) 

42523.72 in reply to 42523.16 

I'm curious how he would react to a Tucson PD "suspicionless" DUI checkpoint.  What would Tucson 
PD do to this fool if he did that to a police officer?

From: LDRSHIP  
Apr-10 4:44 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (73 of 92) 

42523.73 in reply to 42523.69 

Ah, well I wasn't aware that it was a State owned vehicle and that it had Government plates. But, and 
now I'm going to start reaching a bit, couldn't an Agent ask him for his citizenship, then once he 
refused, the Agent would then ask for a state issued picture ID and once the driver refused to comply, 
the reasonable assumption* could be made that the driver was hiding something? 
*Yes, I know what assumptions do. ;)
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From: Briantank1  
Apr-10 4:55 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (74 of 92) 

42523.74 in reply to 42523.70 

JB, I am reading everything posted here so I will be ready.

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-10 4:59 pm 
To: LDRSHIP 
 (75 of 92) 

42523.75 in reply to 42523.73 

When you get on the job, you will get a better grasp of how to handle things if you happen to get 
assigned to checkpoint duties.

7 out of 10 PA's never work that assignment, and don't have these debates.

From: LDRSHIP  
Apr-10 5:57 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (76 of 92) 

42523.76 in reply to 42523.75 

Good, I think working a checkpoint would probably be hazardous to my health. If that man came 
through after I was on the job for a few years I would probably give him a little piece of my mind. 
Tactfully of course. What station runs that checkpoint? Note to self, don't ever ask to be transferred 
there. But, if they call and that is my only offer then I will take it in a heartbeat. 

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-10 6:07 pm 
To: LDRSHIP 
 (77 of 92) 

42523.77 in reply to 42523.76 

What station runs that checkpoint? Which checkpoint?  He regularly runs all over the State of Arizona. 
(Hint: he drives a State-owned vehicle.) For fun, who knows?  Maybe on his days off, he might run 
over to CA or NM or Texas just to mess with other checkpoints.

From: LDRSHIP  
Apr-10 6:14 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (78 of 92) 
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42523.78 in reply to 42523.77 

Wow, what a loser. The three videos I have seen of him pulling this crap has all been at the same 
checkpoint. I would like to know what his job is. I noticed o You Tube that he actually has some 
supporters based on his comments area. It's just sad in my opinion that there are those out there that 
think those checkpoints are unnecessary.

From: Ray (INSCOP)    
Apr-10 6:16 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (79 of 92) 

42523.79 in reply to 42523.77 

Maybe, just maybe, he is abusing his right to drive that state owned vehicle in his off duty time.  
Someone needs to run the plate and see what agency he works for and ask if was on duty at the time 
and place he caused the problem.

The UnOfficial Border Patrol Hiring Web Site www.honorfirst.com

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-10 6:17 pm 
To: LDRSHIP 
 (80 of 92) 

42523.80 in reply to 42523.78 

Read the links I posted, and you can read the briefs in his appeal.
As I have said over and over again, the FACTS are there if you look where I pointed.  I'm not going to 
sit here and write his personal history out for you when the court papers are available as public records.
http://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/media/view_subpage.php?pk_id=0000002086
http://en.wordpress.com/tag/tohono-oodham-nation/
 

From: LDRSHIP  
Apr-10 7:40 pm 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (81 of 92) 

42523.81 in reply to 42523.80 

JB, 

I don't need to be spoon fed. LOL. Thanks anyways though. If this #### was worth my time I would 
have looked it up myself. Sadly I have already given him enough by discussing his BS on this forum. 
I'll just be sure to pay very close attention when this issue comes up at FLETC. 

From: usbpphillips  
Apr-10 7:47 pm 
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To: Ray (INSCOP)  
 (82 of 92) 

42523.82 in reply to 42523.79 

Maybe he could be reported for being an ####, blocking traffic and being a general nucinece while 
driving an official vehicle.  I'm sure his boss wouldn't be happy if a bunch of complaints started coming
into his office about his behavior "on duty".

From: surf_kat    
Apr-10 10:55 pm 
To: RogueMP 
 (83 of 92) 

42523.83 in reply to 42523.61 

When I worked as a law enforcement ranger for the National Park Service, we could/did assimilate 
state laws in under our authority. We were not 'peace officers' of the state, but because of the Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) we were able to use the pertinent CFR to refer to the state statutes and base 
our violation notice (ticket) off those laws. The difference is that as a ranger, we covered all basic law 
enforcement functions and as a BPA, we are limited in the scope of the functions we perform. That is to
keep from becoming a federal police force of jack booted thugs....

From: RogueMP  
Apr-11 1:19 am 
To: surf_kat  
 (84 of 92) 

42523.84 in reply to 42523.83 

Jack-Booted Thugs...sometimes I miss the Military Police Corps.

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-11 9:39 am 
To: RogueMP 
 (85 of 92) 

42523.85 in reply to 42523.84 

I resemble that remark!

From: Quien yo? (tioleo)  
Apr-11 10:12 am 
To: Briantank1 
 (86 of 92) 

42523.86 in reply to 42523.35 

You wrote:  The 4th amendment gives the citizen the right to refuse to even have to speak with an 
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officer of the law, you can state I do not wish to be bothered, I am leaving. The officer must have 
reasonable suspicion that that person knows about a crime just committed or one that is about to be 
committed. 

You are mixing and matching your levels of suspicion.  During a consensual encounter, a citizen has 
the right to refuse to talk to us, and can leave at any time.  At a checkpoint, you are detained before you
even get to the agent on primary.  You are not free to leave.  

What might be gumming you up on this issue is that most of these agents already know Bressi, and 
they know his citizenship.  Why they go through this again and again is another set of issues, and some 
of them do not need to be discussed here.

Nowhere in anything you will learn does it say you can detain someone because you suspect they know
about a crime that was committed or that you know about a crime that is about to be committed.  
This is not Minority Report.  The Border Patrol has no mediums and no future crimes unit.  That might 
be a poor choice of words on your part, but it is one that would ruin you in court, and it's not making 
you look to good here either.  You will learn all of the naturalization, immigration, and statutory law 
you can handle at the Academy.  

You also wrote: Really there is no way that a citizen can push the limits of the first amendment, only 
bad law enforcement personnel that do not understand the rights we have over the government can.
The ACLU, newspaper and magazine editors throughout the land, and Larry Flynt and his merry band 
of pornographers all join me in disagreeing with you on that one.  Citizens are not only free to test the 
limits of the First Amendment all they want, they often do.  "Bong Hits 4 Jesus," anyone?

From: bwest36  
Apr-11 9:22 pm 
To: LDRSHIP 
 (87 of 92) 

42523.87 in reply to 42523.76 

I have not posted for a long time and this topic is something that is very close to me.  I am featured in 
one of Mr.Bressi's videos, day 3.  I have not "outed" myself on this forum before but I thought I would 
add my two cents. 

The answer to the question of which station "runs that checkpoint"  is irrelevant.  I was detailed to that 
station, for what turned out to be 9 months.  We had just set that CP up about 6 days prior.  I worked at 
the CP for 3 months and then did 6 months of backup when detailers from Texas relieved us.  To go off 
on a tangent for a second, I was detailed to that station last year for 9 months, returned to my OS for 4 
months and I am currently detailed back to "that station" for another 8 months.  So my answer to you is
that it was, and is, a Border Patrol Checkpoint, manned by Border Patrol Agents.  It can be manned by 
any Agent, from any station, and from any sector.  Needs of the Service, remember that term.

The other two agents in the videos before mine are my classmates, who were also detailed.  At the time 
we had just over a year in service, including the Academy.  We were on different shifts and stayed in 
different hotels, so we had not shared this until my video was posted.  When the other two videos were 
posted it all snowballed from there.  There is no specific, realistic training for an encounter like this, 
and no heads up for it coming.    
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Several things ran through my mind when I saw him with the camera and watched him approach.  One 
thing that you should visualize if you watch the videos is a white Ford F150, pickup, newer model, 
marked with a blue and red A and the wording, "The University of Arizona, for official use only."  
There was nothing in bed and it was a single cab.  He had the passenger compartment wired for sound 
to include a laptop and webball camera to which his main camera was attached.  It was obvious to me 
what his intent was.

It is fair for any Agent to add what they would or would not have done.  What I can tell you is I knew 
that anything I did or said was going to be on film.  At that point I did not know if he was downloading 
or broadcasting.  The main thoughts I had were to do my job, stand my ground, but above all, not 
to create an SIR,... ok that was a joke.  I did not want the Patrol to look bad and create an embarrassing 
situation.  In about 5 seconds I could imagine every muster room across the nation playing this video.  
Every Agent would see this.  If I made a total #### (sorry Ray you can edit that) of myself, then that 
lets down everyone I work with.   Everyone on the job looks bad.  If I lost control and used excessive 
force or let go with profanity, then it blows back on every Agent.  I guess I learned this years ago in the 
Army while stationed in DC.  The uniform identifies you.  The name tape is small and it is hard to read 
from more that 10 feet away, but the green is identifiable.  This goes for Army green or BP green.(by 
the way he mispronounced my name in the video.)

To answer another question, when he pulled away I got his plate and ran the registration.  It was not a 
POV but a pool rig from the UofA.  When the videos were posted, first to his website, and then to 
youtube, I contacted the UofA and even spoke to the Chancellor.  I spoke to several people in Human 
Resources and I believe they did make an honest effort to put a stop to his use of that vehicle, 
especially after I asked them if this was sanctioned by the UofA as a research or film project.  (The 
union was a great help in this matter also.)  

I hope the one thing everyone can take away from this is the need to be prepared for any situation that 
arises.  We live in the age of youtube, camera/video phones and micro digital recorders.  Aliens in the 
field have them and USC's driving down the road have them.  Know the law and the limits, or the 
scope, of your authority.  This will give you confidence and keep you from hesitating or second 
guessing your actions at a critical moment.

For not having posted in a long time, this was really long winded.  I'll finish here.  Thanks for the 
support and feedback last year surf_kat.   

Edited 4/11/2009 9:24 pm ET by bwest36

From: LDRSHIP  
Apr-11 9:36 pm 
To: bwest36 unread
 (88 of 92) 

42523.88 in reply to 42523.87 

Well I think you handled the situation really well. Good job realizing that if you had done something 
wrong in that situation, it could have turned out very badly for you and the Patrol. I am very glad to 
hear that you notified the UofA as well.
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From: surf_kat    
Apr-11 9:55 pm 
To: bwest36 unread
 (89 of 92) 

42523.89 in reply to 42523.87 

Good post. And I thought you did a good job on primary that day. 

Dealing with a person like this is not easy and we typically put newer Agents on primary at the 
checkpoint. I know that after seeing this video, I copied it and we showed it to my class in one of the 
OPS modules. I was startled by a couple of interns reaction when asked 'what would you do'. 
With some of the restrictions put on the US by the Tohono O'odham nation on our functions at the 
border itself, and the lack of a formal POE in places like San Miguel, Papago Farms and Meningers, I 
wonder if this checkpoint could be considered the 'functional equivalent of the border'? This is the first 
practicable place to detain a person (as they come off the TON). I might have to kick that up to the 
higher ups (CBP counsel) to explore. That would definitely make Mr. B less of a thorn in our side.
(To clarify, most BP checkpoints are not in a location that they would be remotely considered the 
'functional equivalent of the border'. FEBs are a current discussion on the Agent forum). 

Edited 4/11/2009 9:56 pm by surf_kat

From: J B (JBThug)  
Apr-11 10:08 pm 
To: bwest36 unread
 (90 of 92) 

42523.90 in reply to 42523.87 

Well done!

From: Spooky1199  
4:04 am 
To: J B (JBThug) 
 (91 of 92) 

42523.91 in reply to 42523.90 

I just read through a significant portion of this thread and I really respect your opinions, JB. Not trying 
to flatter, just wanted to tell you that.

From: Ray (INSCOP)    
11:01 am 
To: bwest36 unread
 (92 of 92) 

42523.92 in reply to 42523.87 
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What it boils down to is that this sort of behavior, once established on the internet by an idiot like this 
UofA employee on official duty (evidenced by his use of the state-owned truck), it will be emulated by 
copycats.  The BP needs to have a planned response and follow that response, even if the sole purpose 
is to get a court trial.  If we lose, all we can do is shut the checkpoints down because we no longer have
authority.  If we win, it will put a screeching halt to this stuff.

In the meantime, I recommend that you guys obtain a Flip Video ($199 from Costco) that slips in your 
pocket.  If you don't want to post your videos on YouBoob, send them to me and I will.  Just be right.
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